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name of that national defence that every form of interference
has been justified throughout the century. If it be true,
as he says himself, that " France is a camp in the battlefield
which is Europe/'1 is not the "Action Frangaise " right when
it claims to organize the State on a perpetual war footing? We
are back again trying to square the eternal circle of the French
Liberal, to combine strong government with perfect liberty.
It would scarcely be fair to M. Faguet to subject his essay
to the logical criticism we should apply to a would-be coherent
system, and had all Frenchmen been like him it may safely
be said that much strife and bitterness would have been
avoided. But much of his Liberalism consists in minimizing
or ignoring awkward differences ; it is a wise, placid, armchair
philosophy, too dispassionate and remote either for the solution
of concrete problems or for the propounding of any permanent
principles. It lacks both reality and righteous indignation.
#,#	*	#	*	*	#	*
If modern French Liberalism has proved so weak both before
Jacobinism and Traditionalism, and quite helpless to act as a
reconciling force, it is surely because its freedom of judgment
was inhibited, as it were, on the two very issues in which it was
most needed, the position of the Church in France and that of
France in Europe. It may be urged that there was no Liberal
solution of the religious problem as long as it was looked upon
in terms of war between two irreconcilable forces, but it may
be wondered whether these forces would have proved so
irreconcilable had there really been an impartial middle party,
really knowing its own mind, strong in deeply rooted convic-
tions.2 That middle party did not exist because its potential
1	Questions politiques, p. 33.
2	" On voit deja poindre, sous le manteau d'un r&veil religieux dont il n'y
aurait qu'a se feliciter, un retour de clericalisme qui amenera fatalement une
reaction d'anti-cldricalisme   que  certains  exces nous  obligeront  presque  a
considerer comme heureuse " (P. B. m Journal de Geneve, I3th April 1914).
" Fort avance*s dans les sciences, il est singulier que nous conservions, meme
entre compatriotes, meme entre voisins de parti, des ames de .barthelemistes:
ou vraiment, nos fragiles hypotheses sociales mdritent-elles 1'holocauste de
tant de forces vives, cette affirmation dogmatique: le meurtre ou le suicide? "
(Leroy, Techniques nouvelles du Syndicalisme, p. vii),
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